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Dog Days of August
For those in the neighborhood lucky enough to escape some of the
summer heat for days at a beach, at a pool, or up in the mountains,
please send cooling thoughts back to Lyon Park. For those still here in
Arlington, here are some quick tips on keeping cool and staying safe.
Hit the Water
● Northern Virginia has a plethora of public pools available for
residents, many of which allow guests to pay-by-the-day. Some of
the highlights include the water slides at nearby Upton Hill
("Ocean Dunes”) and the wave pool at Cameron Run (“Great
Waves”).
● See DC from a new perspective with a paddle board or kayak
rental from Boating in DC, at the base of the Key Bridge in
Georgetown.
Keep Cool
● Don’t forget: Never leave children or pets unattended in closed,
parked vehicles.
● Make sure you drink plenty of water on hot days; don’t wait until
you’re thirsty to hydrate (and see Dan Holland’s funny article on
this topic on page 15).
● Keep an eye out for at-risk neighbors, and make sure they have a
safe, cool, indoor place on the hottest days.
Get Away (if just for the day)
● Shenandoah National Park is particularly beautiful this time of
year, is only an hour and a half away, and is often 10 or more
degrees cooler than Lyon Park.
● Need water, but the ocean is too far? Check out the Western
Shore beaches of the Chesapeake, such as Sandy Point,
Chesapeake Beach, or Calvert Cliffs State Park
● Have a great rest of your summer, and I look forward to seeing
you all in September!
John Goldener
President, Lyon Park Citizens Association

A nonpartisan publication serving Lyon Park residents’ common interests

Are you on the Listserv?
The Lyon Park Community has an active
listserv. It’s the fastest way to
●
●
●
●
●

Find a good photographer
Sign up to scrape windows (Yay!)
See the area Crime Report
Ask fro dry cleaner recommendations
Keep up with local news

Don’t want to see what’s for sale? No
problem! You can tailor your selections to
just what you want or need.
Visit BigTent group Lyon Park to enroll:
https://www.bigtent.com/groups/lyonpark
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Classified Ads
GET SOMEONE’S ATTENTION! The Citizen is hand delivered to
1,900 households every issue. Use area code 703 below unless otherwise noted.

Alexis Rowland, 15, babysitter and Mother’s Helper. Girl Scout certified and American Heart
Assn. CPR, First Aid, automated external defibrillator, medicine admin trained. (703) 5259049
Sirena Pearl, 13, Red Cross certified, Call or e-mail to schedule: 606-3277 or
sirenajbpearl@gmail.com
Izzy Franklin, 18, Red Cross certified, Babysitting and Mother’s Helper. (571) 236-2008
Sam Yarnell, 14, Red Cross certified, Babysitting and Mother’s Helper, no infants. Call or email to schedule: (571) 451-3076 or iamyayasam@gmail.com

Lawn care: Daichi (Jennifer) Monma (15 years old) Phone: (571) 488-8918 E-mail:
cafepazzo@gmail.com
Lillie Scheer, math tutoring services for kids. Contact susan@fishinfiddler.com or
(703) 527-3960
B. Brennan, Mandarin Chinese tutoring services for people of all
ages. Contact B2water@Yahoo.com or (703) 618-8808
Taylor Henninger, piano lessons to students of all ages. Contact
tahennin@indiana.edu
Experienced gardener available for part-time or occasional work.
Lyon Village reference (703-527-4533). Please call Michael Tanu
(240) 426-1778
Hayley’s Soccer Academy: Soccer training by ODP junior player,
technical skills, for players 12 and under. $15/hour. Please e-mail:
Hayley.r.roy@gmail.com
Need to restore and/or repair an antique or contemporary piece of
furniture? Custom designs and quotes available. Contact Jason
Busby at 528-4567

The Lyon Park Citizens Association
P.O. Box 100191, Arlington, VA 22201
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Adults can chose from
morning, noon or night
painting sessions running
from 10 AM to 10 PM.
COOKIES & MILK (ages 5-8) $25
TASTE TEST COMPETITION $50
PAINTING UNDER THE STARS $50
SILENT AUCTION, RAFFLES
FOOD & WINE

Find the class schedule
and register at

Enjoy a glass of wine while a local artist helps bring out your inner Monet! This fun-filled day
takes place outdoors on the beautiful grounds of Lyon Park in Arlington, VA. All materials will
be waiting for you. No experience necessary. Everyone is welcome from novice to expert!
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WORKING WITH YOU TO MAINTAIN
THE CHARM AND INT EGRITY
OF YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

(703) 533‐3210
www.coupar darchitects.com
Page 4
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"There is more to life than beer alone, but beer makes those
things even better.”
—Stephen Morris, The Great Beer Trek
It is with great pleasure that we introduce the newest member of
the Lyon Park community, the Lyon Park Brewers Association
(LPBA). The LPBA—a subgroup of the Lyon Park Citizens
Association—is dedicated to community, camaraderie, and a
shared passion for great beer.
If you brew, you know that you become better by experimentation, collaboration, and help from others around you. Your
beers are better when you share them, and you thrive on feedback, praise, and support.
If you don’t brew but enjoy craft beer, have a discerning palette, and appreciate surprising finds and good company, then
this group is also for you! Even those that don’t know much about beer will find the group a fun place to learn.
● The inaugural event for the LPBA will be a SMaSH (Single Malt and Single Hop) tasting.
The LPBA is co-hosting the event on August 15 with our good friends Julie and Beth from
The Brew Shop (online at www.arlbrew.com, and coming soon to Courthouse).
● The Brew Shop will bring six single hop beers brewed specifically for the event, and we will
also have numerous one-hop craft brewery offerings and delicious food pairings.
● Julie and Beth will help lead event participants on a sensory tour of these unique hops,
explaining the nuances of each hop varietal and their unique flavor and aroma profiles
Note that this is an exclusive event, and we only have 20 spots available. Tickets are $125, and 100% of the funds
raised will go to the Lyon Park Community Center renovation project. Contact Aaron Schuetz ASAP at
ajschuetz@yahoo.com to reserve your spot.
Future events will include tastings, guest lectures from local brewers, beer swaps, and collaborative brewing sessions in
the soon-to-be amazing Community Center kitchen. Brewers and craft beer lovers are all welcome; join the LPBA
subgroup on BigTent to keep up-to-date on coming events and discussions.
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The Lyon Park Citizen is hand delivered to 2,000 homes around
the 10th of the month from September through June (10
issues), with artwork and copy due the 20th of the previous
month. These are our advertising rates:
Ad size

Measures (in
inches)…

Cost

Business card

3.5 by 2.3

$85/month color
$59/month B&W

Quarter page

3.5 by 4.5

$130/month color
$89/month B&W

Half page
Full page
Full page freestanding insert

7.5 by 4.5
7.5 by 9.5
8.5 by 11

$210/month color
$149/month B&W
$350/month color
$249/month B&W
$400/month color
$350/month B&W

We offer a 5% discount for residents who have paid their LPCA
dues, and an additional 10% discount for advertisers who
commit to three or more months in a row. A designer will draft
artwork for an extra 10% charge.
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Your Lyon Park
Real Estate Specialist
Hundreds of Homes Sold in
Lyon Park!
Contact us today for a free
Consulta�on.
703-975-2500
Ron Cathell

Ron@RonCathellTeam.com

Realtor, MBA
Keller Williams Realty

Tour our homes at:
www.TeamCathell.com

Your Orange Line Specialists©
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Puzzled? Who You Gonna Call?
A reader writes, “A lot of people think that the Community Center/Park and the
LPCA are the same entity. If you have space, could you explain the distinction
between the two?”
Lyon Park’s organization can seem confusing with good reason; Lyon Park has a
civic association; a Woman’s Club; a clubhouse and park and its governing body
and rental agent. Use this guide when you need to address specific problems.
The Lyon Park Citizens Association (LPCA) is one of 57 such organizations in
Arlington. County government communicates with and through civic associations
to maintain and enhance neighborhoods. A list of the LPCA’s elected officers,
appointed representatives, and volunteer workers appears on page 2 of this
newsletter. LPCA is often an intermediary to the County’s planning, traffic, parks
and recreation, or historic preservation departments. Refer neighborhood and
County issues to LPCA. The LPCA meets on the second Wednesday of the
month from September to June. To join the LPCA, you simply have to pay your dues!
Since 1924, the Lyon Park Woman’s Club has supported the community center and park. Over the years, club activities
have included support for the County Library and Arlington Hospital and volunteer work with other charitable programs. Its
numbers were dwindling, but we’ve had more interest of late. Interested in joining? We are open to both genders, and our
activities include cupcake sales, which have become signature events for Lyon Park, and bake sales. The Woman’s Club
meets on the third Thursday of the month for a stupendous lunch. Contact Elizaebth Wray at (703) 522-1263 for
information.
The Lyon Park Community Center (LPCC) is the lovely white clubhouse in the park. It supports itself via rentals to Lyon
Park residents and others. Its elected Board of Governors oversees management of the Clubhouse and the Park—
Arlington’s only privately owned park. The BOG has ten members—five from the LPCA and five from the Woman’s Club.
Direct questions or complaints about the clubhouse, the park, or policies to the Board of Governors in writing, at P.O. Box
100191, Arlington, 22201, or contact Jeannette Wick (see page 2).
The Community Center Rental Agent oversees Clubhouse rentals and advises the BOG. Cindy Stroup holds that
position, and we are now booking rentals for the post-renovation period. Reach her at rent@lyonpark.info.

Matthew Bergstrom, Managing Attorney
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mjb@bergstromtaylor.com

703.291.8838

Arlington, Fairfax, DC
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Margaret Dean
Lily King draws on key elements from anthropologist Margaret Mead’s life to
construct an entirely new story in Euphoria. While we might think the title comes
from the powerful emotions ricocheting between the three protagonists, Andrew
Bankson, Schulyer Fenwick and Nell Stone, Nell defines euphoria as the
overwhelming feeling that comes when you first start to understand another
culture.
The title could easily describe the emotion the three experienced as they riff off
each other with new and surprising insights into the tribes they were studying in
New Guinea. You could imagine Shakespeare, Marlowe and Jonson in as lively a
conversation.
Yet the wormwood of jealousy, ego and pride destroys the creative tripartite
dynamic they share, leaving death, success, and disappearance behind.
Consequently some of the images King draws are equally unpleasant: an
infection “bubbled up like frothy mold” or when “loneliness bulged out of him like a
goiter.” At the same time King creates a realistic world of primitive rituals practiced
by tribes in a tropical island country, as Nell, Andy and Fen slowly uncover them.
In real life, Margaret Mead was married to Reo Fortune (1928-33) before they
divorced in 1936 and she married Gregory Bateson (1936-1950). Mead
conducted field studies in New Guinea when married to Fortune and continued her career as an archeologist who brought
an emotional interpretation to understanding tribal behaviors while married to Bateson. Bateson himself became a wellestablished archeologist.
King not only places her story in New Guinea where Bateson worked, and names her characters along the lines of three
real people, but she also uses personal incidents from their lives, such as Bateson’s distress over the death of his two
brothers (one in WWI, the second by suicide) as background in creating Bankson. Similarly King’s descriptions of tribal
ceremonies and the anthropologists’ problems observing tribal ceremonies parallel actual events Bateson and the others
experienced. With Euphoria it would be easy to confuse fact and fiction.

Euphoria by Lily King. Grove/Atlantic, Inc, NY, NY. 2014 ISBN: 978-0-8021-2255-1. 257 pages, hardback.

Save the Date:
• 2015 Golf Tournament,
Sunday, August 19
• Beer Tasting, August 15
• Art in the Park,
September 12
• Annual Yard Sale, specific
September date to be
determined
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Renovation Continues
Step-by-step, progress is becoming apparent at the Community Center.
Since the last issue of the newsletter, here’s what’s happening at the
building site:
● Volunteers continued to give the windows time-consuming, muchneeded attention. The work on those old windows continues, however, because they need to be glazed, re-sanded, painted and
hung. It’s not rocket science, but it’s very hard work that’s being
done completely by volunteers. And we could use more help!
● Plumbing is sprouting from interior walls in important places.
● The doors—every one of which is accessible in a wheelchair—are
framed.

Photo: J. Hart

These are nitty-gritty snaps.
Call that picture in the
upper right corner
“Abstract Art á la LPCC.”

● We’re looking for replacement panels for our damaged tin ceiling,
and have located a number of vendors who may have the style we
need on hand.
● Appliances are on the radar, and stoves are our current focus (see
the yellow box on page 11), and we’re also preparing to order the
specific hoods that the County requires: Denlar 100 D hoods.

February 12, 2014

● Construction is on budget, but won’t be finished by September 1.
We are working with the builder to determine a finish date.
Scott Sklar, our Owner’s Representative, has volunteered to open the site
for tours every two weeks or so. He’ll announce the open houses on the
neighborhood listservs, another good reason to join BigTent. Directions to
join the listserv appear on the cover page).
Expect to see an Angel Tree at our open houses and other Lyon Park
events. On it, you’ll find tags with items we need and their costs. If you’d
like to sponsor something specific, like a room, a stove, chairs, or a bag of
nails, we’ll welcome the gift and we can discuss recognition!
Finally, the schedule at post-renovation Lyon Park is filling quickly. The
autumn will be filled with events. Arts in the Park is scheduled for
September 12 (see page 3) and aspiring artists must not miss it. Yes, we
will have a yard sale on September 26. Our Halloween festivities will
proceed as usual. And the not-just-a-Craft-Fair and Holiday parties will
return.
Jeannette Wick
Chair, Lyon Park Board of Governors
Contact me at jywickrph@aol.com
All photos: G. Putnam
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Find news and more pictures on Facebook at
https://www.facebook.com/lyonparkcommunitycenter
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RENOVATION
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In preparation for renovation, we had to remove our beloved
commercial Garland stove. The County wouldn’t allow us to keep it.
It had a long life and we estimate it baked about 10,000 cupcakes,
warmed hundreds of pots of chili, and blazed it’s way through event
after event. Near the end, it was clearly suffering from several
geriatric syndromes, but we really hated to see it go.
In July, the Lyon Park Woman’s Club used funds raised from the
many sales they’ve had to purchase a GE Monogram 36" Pro-Style
Dual-Fuel Range. They got it for a bargain price ($2,000 below list)
after shopping carefully. It will join a required accessible stove in the
large, south-end kitchen.
What’s an accessible stove? Gary Putnam has done the research and
indicates an Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant 30" gas
stove has specific height requirements. It is not simply the height
from the floor, but also across the top in a flexible measurement.
They call it height reach and forward reach. Other requirements: the
controls must be accessible without reaching across burners and all
controls—including the oven door—must not take more than 5-footpounds of effort to operate. Sounds like this ensures that as Lyon
Parkers become more decrepit, we’ll still be baking cupcakes!
If you are interested in purchasing the stove for the new kitchen,
please let us know!

Gary Putnam took these exterior
photos July 25. The lovely crepe
myrtle is doing its best to keep
things cheerful, but it is a challenge!

Gentle reminder:
Lyon Park does not allow dogs.
It’s a play park.
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Sophia Delmar
In the dog days of summer, and kids always need a good
book. Whether you’re at the beach or sitting at home, an
engaging book can get you through the slower times and help
you relax. I’ve compiled a list of books great for kids ages 018. Enjoy!
For our little ones, The Runaway Bunny, by Margaret Wise
Brown is a story of the consistency of a mother’s love for her
child. Throughout the book the child runs away from the
mother bunny who persistently follows no matter where her
little bunny goes. A classic, with enamoring illustrations.
In the hit book Don’t let the Pigeon Drive the Bus, Mo
Willem is hilarious. Readable for kids in preschool to early
elementary school with cute illustrations and a funny plot line,
it’ll keep your kids giggling.
Halfway between a short story and a small novel, Eloise, by
Kay Thompson is the perfect story for all our girly girls out
there. Good for kids in elementary school, Eloise is about a
girl who lives in the Plaza Hotel in New York City with her
Nanny and a multitude of pets.
Short, easy to read chapter books, the Junie B Jones series
by Barbara Park is written for all kids in elementary school.
Follow Junie B Jones through many of her own elementary
school adventures, as a relatable and fun book for kids to
read all by themselves.
Where the Sidewalk Ends by Shel Silverstein is a book that
keeps on giving. A collection of whimsical poems and
illustrations, it’s sure to keep you entranced for hours.
A coming of age book for teenagers, Catcher in the Rye by
J.D. Salinger packs in existentialism as well as accessibility.
Catcher in the Rye keeps you thinking and looking for more,
and is an awesome read for any high-schooler.
The Book Thief by Marcus Zusak is as deep as it is
intriguing. Guaranteed to make you cry and reflect at the end,
the book centers on the horrors of the Nazi regime during
World War II through the eyes of a nine year old girl.
If you’re looking for wild summer read, Hatchet by Gary
Paulson really takes you there. A story about a plane crash
and the amazing survival of one young man will hold your
attention until you’re done.
A little more advanced, The Stranger by Albert Camus is a
classic, and an intense one at that. Great for late high school
to college and beyond, The Stranger is one of those books
that you can read multiple times and still not get everything it
has to offer.
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Aren’t raccoons cute? Ha! Every year, wildlife control agencies
receive more nuisance calls about problems with raccoons, one of the
most intelligent of wild animals, than for any other animal. They get
into everything.
The word raccoon is Algonquin for “he scratches with his hands.”
Native to the Americas, raccoons can be found from southern Canada
to northern Argentina. They prefer lower elevations, milder climates,
and hardwood forests near water, but the raccoon pictured above is
creeping through a window screen on Lyon Park’s 2nd Road.
Raccoons have adapted well to urban sprawl. They use the storm
drain system as a personal highway system, covet your uncovered
garbage can, and raid your vegetable garden—but not until you’re just
about ready to pick those vegetables!
The average raccoon is two to three feet long, weighs 10 to 30
pounds, and can be expected to live 16 years. Raccoons are unusual
among wildlife mammals, because their paws include a thumb. Their
thumbs are not opposable, like human’s are, but they still give
raccoons tremendous dexterity. They climb easily, and can unlock
doors. Raccoons are omnivorous. Have you heard that raccoons
wash their food? What looks like washing is actually manipulating or
"softening" whatever they pick up. They are fastidious, however, and
establish a common latrine for their families.
Female raccoons have one three to five kit litter annually, usually in
May or June. Males roam areas of 3 to 20 square miles, depending on
availability of females and food sources. Females stay closer to
home—a six square mile range is usual.
Unsecured trash cans, overfilled bird feeders and outdoor pet bowls
are potential food sources for raccoons. They consider chimneys,
porches, decks and attics perfect dens. Since raccoons are primarily
nocturnal, the only evidence of their presence may be noises in the
wall or their distinctive tracks (see above).
To avoid raccoon problems, make life uncomfortable for them.
•Raccoons dislike bright lights, loud noises or strong odors. Place
lights, play a radio, or place mothballs or towels soaked in
ammonia where they seem to congregate. (Your neighbors are going
to love this, aren’t they?)
•Take in pet food and water.
•Secure all trash cans with latched or tight-fitting lids.
•Clear wood and brush piles.
•Trim overhanging branches and remove wires or vines that raccoons
could use as ladders to access attics.
•Sprinkle commercial products containing coyote urine.
If you have a concern about wild life in your backyard, call the Wildlife
Hotline at (703) 440-0800.
www.lyonpark.org • August 2015

Please help this racoon find your garbage can!!!

The aesthetically pleasing atmosphere of the coffee shop
beckons you to sit for a moment and enjoy. Situated on the
corner of a busy intersection, the view is not the best.
However, the people and the atmosphere inside
compensate for it.
Even with its recent opening, people are scattered around
the coffee shop in the middle of the day on a Thursday,
working on laptops or immersed in conversations. The iced
vanilla latte that I ordered came as medium instead of small,
and was just as great as it was surprising. It was perfectly
sweetened against the dark roasted coffee.
A great coffee shop with something to offer to the
community, take a break from your other coffee shops and
try Peet’s Coffee!

Photo: Chuck Phillips
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Sophia Delmar
Only a few blocks down from the
Clarendon metro lies the newest addition
to Clarendon’s coffee scene: Peet’s Coffee
(http://www.peets.com/, 2700 Washington
Boulevard). Upon first entering Peet’s
Coffee, you’ll notice that it looks much like
your typical Starbucks—a darker
atmosphere with wooden seats and glass displays offering
baked goods. The drinks available for order are posted
above the cashier, and the staff who make them are more
than welcoming.
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George Hobart
I've just registered as Captain of Whitman-Walker’s Lyon
Parkers Team, as I've done for many years. For each of
the past several years, our team has raised more than
$1,000 dollars! I hope that you'll help again, starting
today! The message below, from Whitman-Walker
Health, is a thank you for my gift and participation, and
contain lots of good info for you. Please remember that
you don't have to walk with me on October 24, but can
register as a "Sleepwalker" member of our team!
Here is the link to register: http://tinyurl.com/pnc2n57.
Whitman-Walker’s message:
On behalf of the nearly 13,000 clients we serve every
year, we would like to thank you for your gift to the Walk to
End HIV.
Your donation helps Whitman-Walker Health provide vital
health care and supportive services such as primary
medical care, free HIV testing and counseling, mental
health care, medications, legal assistance and other
services that our clients need.
More than half of our clients earn less than $20,000 a
year. Nearly 80% are at the federal poverty level. They
often have no place else to go for the health care they
need.
Other clients are reluctant to get health care at all, fearing
discrimination and that providers may lack appropriate
knowledge and compassion. Whitman-Walker Health is
often the only place they can go for care.
That is why your support of Whitman-Walker Health is so
critical. Your generosity helps us serve people for whom
we are their last chance for care.
But it is not just care that you help to provide. Your
support is giving hope back to many people who had lost
it. Whether they are dealing with an HIV/AIDS diagnosis,
struggling with an addiction, or facing discrimination in
their daily lives, our clients can find hope and optimism
within the walls of Whitman-Walker Health.
For IRS purposes, your contribution is tax-deductible to the full
extent of the law, as no goods or services were exchanged.

Every three months, a nice lady called Betty e-mails the
Community Center saying “Your check is in the mail!”
Why? Because neighbors have registered with and
shopped using igive.com. Its an easy and free way to help
raise funds.
It’s very easy to register at this link:
http://www.iGive.com/LyonPark
Once you register, you can shop at almost 700 stores, and
a portion of what you spend will go to Lyon Park
Community Center. If you download the igive button, it will
automatically record your purchases.
Please give it a try.
Help us help the Community Center.
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Daniel Holland
Countless older relatives, neighbors (and sometimes strangers on
public transportation) have surely doused each and every one of us
with waterfalls of hydration wisdom. These hydrous sages are rarely
qualified to comment on real hydration physiology. Below are some of
the most common hydration myths.
Myth: You need to drink 8 glasses of water per day!
Truth: Luxury brands of bottled water love this “fact” with possible
origins to World War II. Eight glasses of water may be a good idea if
you are fighting evildoers in the Sahara but you are not Captain
America. Instead of worrying about how much water you drink, eat a
healthy diet with fluids as you feel thirsty. Don’t dwell on the numbers.
Myth: Hydrated = clear urine
Truth: I bet you have had clear urine if you have been drinking 8 glasses of water per day! Clear to yellow urine is
considered a sign of hydration and gold to brown is considered a dehydrated state. See the chart below.
Myth: “Ooooooh noooooo! My urine is funky colors,
I’m going to die!”
Truth: Certain foods, medications, and vitamins can color
your urine. You could have: green from asparagus or
cimetidine (a heartburn treatment also called Tagamet),
fluorescent yellow from riboflavin (a B vitamin), orange
from rifampin (a tuberculosis treatment) or phenazopyridine
(for urinary tract infections), red from beets, or brown from
rhubarb or fava beans. If you have these colors, and have
not consumed any of these, there is no harm in consulting
your medical provider. See a provider if your urine is very
dark. For example: Brown urine may indicate you recently
had a major crush injury .
Myth: There is no such thing as too much water!
Truth: If you drink enough water you will dilute yourself.
The human body is mostly water but needs to keep certain
minerals known as electrolytes (e.g. sodium/salt, potassium, etc.) in a strict range. Marathon runners actually need to limit
their water intake or use water with added electrolytes instead.
Myth: If you are thirsty it is too late!
Truth: Have you ever been thirsty? How many times have you died? I can confidently say you have never died of thirst.
Myth: Coffee/tea will dry you out!
Truth: Caffeine dehydrates you but coffee and tea also contain water. By drinking these beverages you are taking in more
water than will be urinated out because of the caffeine. Be careful of caffeine powders as these do not provide water to
offset the water lost.
Now accepting appointments
A full service clinic:
comprehensive exams
in‐house lab, digital x‐rays
ultrasound, surgery, dentistry

Clarendon Animal Care
3000 N. Highland St. Suite ‘B’
Arlington, VA 22201
703-997-9776
www.clarendonanimalcare.com

•$10 oﬀ ﬁrst visit coupon•
•Dr. Natasha Ungerer, DVM & Dr. Kayleen Gloor, DVM, MS•
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